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ARClothMasks Journey

MARCH 2020
Average Daily New Cases in Arkansas: 50

March of 2020 began just like any other month during the school year. COVID-19 was
recognized but not even named yet. No one thought it would have the global impact that it did.
The realization came on March 12th when the University of Arkansas Chancellor, Joseph
Steinmetz, suspended in-person classes and pivoted to remote coursework. Like everyone else, I
moved back to Little Rock and prepared for a long rest of the semester.
Around the end of the month, my mother suggested that we leverage her connection to a
local clothing manufacturing plant to start producing cloth masks. We had been reading daily of
the shortages of personal protection equipment throughout the nation. My mother was the legal
representative for TY Garments, who specialized in high quality clothing. They stopped work
when the pandemic began to spread. However, if we could convince them repurpose their labor
and tools to make cloth masks, they could bring their workers back into the factory and restart
production.
We started by contacting the clothing designers at TY Garments and discussed the
feasibility of retooling their manufacturing processes to produce cloth masks. TY Garments had
plenty of fabric in their warehouse so that was never a concern. The major problem we faced was
whether or not they would want to take on the risk of re-opening during the pandemic. However,
the employees were willing to take the necessary safety measures if it meant they could work
again.
Our goal in the beginning was to only make a couple hundred masks to give out to our
local community. We wanted to help alleviate the shortage of masks locally but could never have
predicted the scale to which our business would grow.

APRIL 2020
Average Daily New Cases in Arkansas: 100

Our samples came back from TY Garments in early April. We changed a few
things like where the stitching would be and the size of the mask. Black was our only
color in the beginning. These first shipments of masks were also non-adjustable. We did
not get the idea to make them adjustable until later, though they were still CDC
compliant.
Next, we made a simple flyer detailing the benefits of our masks and began
emailing them out to contacts that we had. The reception that we got was enormous. We
were expecting to sell a maximum of 100 masks, but instead we started getting multiple
orders of 100 masks throughout the first day. We quickly realized that we needed an
official website and payment system set up if we were going to successfully scale the
business.
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Liz Robinson is a website guru that we knew previously and she made our
website in no time. This allowed us to focus on other tasks.
For payments, we chose to use Square as our platform because of its ease of use
and intuitiveness. We needed a platform that all our team members could learn quickly.
Making the first few invoices was tough in the beginning, but with practice we were able
to make templates which sped up the process. We also learned the importance of
charging sales tax. The tax would have to either be incurred by us or the customer, and so
we decided to have customers bear the cost of the tax.
Our first notable order was from Boulevard Bread. They wanted 100 masks and were
having trouble finding a reliable source. The owner had looked around on the internet for mask
suppliers, but only found countless scams and listings with month long lead times. We were able
to deliver the masks they wanted within an hour of payment. This first major sale showed us that
there truly was a market for masks and that with more marketing, we could potentially extend
our reach.
The first 1,000 mask order came from the US Army Corps of Engineers. We were good
friends with members of the Little Rock office and showed them some samples of black masks.
They liked them so much that they did us the favor of suggesting our business to other offices
around the country. Soon after, we were flooded with black mask orders from corps of engineers
offices across the nation. If it had not been for our customer service in the beginning, the local
office would not have taken the time to refer us to their colleagues.
As our business started to ramp up, we began to receive requests for logos to be put on the
masks. Not wanting to turn down any customers, we researched the feasibility of putting logos
on our masks. We ended up partnering with a local digital printing company, Custom XM, to
handle all our logo printing needs. We also ended up letting them handle all our orders for single
mask orders that we received. Our team was small in the beginning, and we could not focus on
large and small mask orders. By offloading the smaller orders to Custom XM, we could focus on
the larger, more profitable orders. Custom XM did a great job of working with clients to make a
mockup design before they started printing. They used heat pressing technology which allowed
them to use multiple colors in their designs. However, this hindered the output they could
achieve. For larger logo orders, we would need to find a different company to work with.
As business began to ramp up, we decided that we needed to develop internal processes to
manage the flow of orders from start to finish. Because the size of our company was relatively
small, we decided to use Google Sheets to track orders. I created different sheets based on the
needs. One sheet connected us with TY Garments so we could manage which masks were being
produced and the quantities of each. Another sheet was shared between us and Custom XM. This
way we could efficiently tackle orders of highest priority first while also not forgetting any
customers along the way. As business began to rapidly grow, implementing these processes
began to pay off.
Near the end of April, we had our first major challenge. Many scam companies had begun
to appear out of nowhere and were starting to have a negative impact on the PPE market. To
combat this, many payment companies started to blanket ban any company that was solely in the
business of selling PPE.
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On the 22nd of April, we received an email that read, “We’re sorry to inform you that we’ve
had to deactivate your account. Based on the information you provided about your business,
we’re not able to support your business needs right now. You won’t be able to process payments
with Square. Unfortunately, this decision is final.” Our first reaction was to try and overturn the
decision. However, this proved to be impossible, and we quickly pivoted to PayPal and Stripe.
We figured that we would have two payment systems up and running just in case one of them
stopped working. Amazingly, we did not last a week until both new platforms decided to ban us.
The emails we received were similar to that of the deactivation email Square sent us. Essentially,
there were too many scam companies selling PPE popping up rapidly to take advantage of the
pandemic. Even though we were not scamming anyone, Square, PayPal and Stripe decided that it
was safer for the consumers to ban all of the companies at once. They were short staffed and did
not have the resources to manually check each PPE company. At this point, we were a little
stressed since we still had orders that needed to be paid for and shipped. We pivoted again and
used our connections at our local bank to use a payment system called InvoiceASAP that was
directly connected to the bank’s internal system. This new system had its flaws, but in the end it
was actually a better offering than Square, PayPal or Stripe due to its lower transaction fees. It
just goes to show that sometimes negatives can become positives in the long run.

MAY 2020
Average Daily New Cases in Arkansas: 200

Early in May, we decided that we needed to hire additional help since the company was
expanding at such a rapid pace. Sales were increasing by the day and we had plans to reach even
more potential customers. To help us expand, we hired four additional employees to help us on a
daily basis. One was solely responsible for customer service and making estimates and invoices.
The others were used in any areas as needed. Some days we would need help packaging boxes of
masks and then running them to FedEx for delivery. Other days we would need assistance
preparing sample packages to ship out to school districts across the state. Having extra hands
really helped us stay on track with orders coming in and out.
One thing I had to learn during this time was how to file sales tax. We thought about hiring
an accountant but realized that we could keep it in house for less money. I took charge of this
and learned how to file the monthly tax report. In the beginning, I made a few mistakes that
caused us to be fined. Eventually, I learned all the rules and regulations and am now able to file
them in under an hour. Understanding when to outsource tasks and when to do them on my own
was crucial to not wasting time. Choosing to do this saved me time and money in the long run.
As I mentioned before, Custom XM was our main logo provider up until now. We needed
to find another company that could do logos at a much higher quantity. Nativ, a predominantly
shirt making company, decided to work with us to logo large quantity orders. Unlike Custom
XM, Nativ used screen printing. Screen printing was quicker but limited the colors they could
use per print to three. Most of our customers wanted only one- or two-color logos so this was not
a big disadvantage. We even helped them pay for a new machine that could fit the smaller shape
of a mask. Without Nativ, we would have missed out on a lot of orders from companies that
wanted logos. Nativ also benefited from being able to go back to work during a time when every
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other business was laying off workers. It was a mutual relationship that we still maintain to this
day.

JUNE 2020
Average Daily New Cases in Arkansas: 600

One our largest sales markets were schools and universities. We learned early on that
each school district in the state would need masks for the upcoming school year. In response, we
started a marketing campaign to reach the purchasing department of each school district. We
created sample packets that we mailed to each school. The packet would include a flyer listing
our company’s background and qualifications as well as a sample of our popular black mask. We
received lots of emails and calls back from this marketing campaign. However, one of the
questions we regularly faced was if we were licensed to make masks with university logos on
them. To date, we had not considered that this was a barrier of entry into the logo business with
universities. Once again, we adapted and quickly learned how the logo licensing process worked
and proceeded to apply for a license ourselves. We were fortunate enough to be accepted
quickly, which allowed us to work with many institutions that might have looked for another
licensed vendor. One of our largest orders was to the University of Arkansas for 90,000 logoed
masks for students. This sale would not have been possible if we did not have an official logo
license. The licensing ordeal proved that as a team, we were able to adapt quickly to avoid losing
potential sales.
Another major question was if we had any masks in other sizes. Customers loved the
quality of our product, but sometimes the variety of face sizes meant that our masks did not fit
them perfectly. We initially thought of having TY Garments produce multiple sizes like they do
with clothing. However, this would be yet another variable that we would have to gamble on. If
we had different sizes and colors, it would inevitably leave us guessing how many of each to
make each week. The solution we decided upon was to attach an adjustable piece to the ear loops
of each mask. This way, a person can change the size of the mask themselves as needed. We also
decided to have TY Garments make a youth size mask for us to sell alongside the regular sized
masks. We knew that many school districts that we were selling to would most likely want
masks that would fit elementary kids. The youth masks also had adjustors on them so that they
could easily fit kids’ faces of all shapes and sizes. This decision would prove very helpful as
youth masks became harder and harder to find at an affordable price. Most vendors were focused
on making adult masks and failed to realize the market of youth masks. TY Garments was
gracious enough to not charge us anything additional for putting adjustors on each mask. In this
way, we were able to add features to our product without increasing its price.

JULY 2020
Average Daily New Cases in Arkansas: 750

July was one of our busiest months on record. Governor Asa Hutchinson issued a mask
mandate, which sent flocks of customers our way. Every 30 minutes there was always another
email for masks in our inbox. Business really boomed during this month due to the upcoming
6

start of the new school year. Our marketing campaign was starting to pay dividends as school
districts across the state were reaching out to us for estimates for masks. Many procurement
offices were struggling to find mask suppliers that could deliver a quality product on time.
Unfortunately, many school districts bought from cheaper vendors overseas, which often times
lead to cheap masks or month-long shipping times. In the beginning, a few school districts took a
leap of faith and bought masks from us. We delivered on time every time. Soon, the purchasing
departments of these school districts began to refer us to their counterparts at other school
districts. Before we knew it, we were receiving requests for estimates from people saying that
they knew so and so and were told that we could deliver. Our sales with school districts truly
proved the power of word-of-mouth marketing. Getting our foot through the door was the first
step and then letting our customer service and product do the rest proved fruitful for us.
Around this time, we also decided to have our website designer make an online store for
us to sell masks individually ourselves. We tasked a few employees to manage the store on a
daily basis. For sake of simplicity, the online store would purchase masks from us and then sell
them online. This way, we could keep track of inventory and not risk having any mishaps when
pulling from the warehouse. The online store gave the younger workers the ability to learn how
to run their own business. They oversaw everything from the inventory on the website to pulling
and mailing orders. We allowed them to keep the profits from the sales as a reward for running
it. We also made a separate email account for them so that bulk orders would not be mixed in
with individual orders. Even though the individual store did not make as much as the bulk orders,
it did help spread the word about our company to people across the state. We would often get
larger order requests from customers who had bought individual masks from us first. This was
one benefit that we had not foreseen when we decided to start the individual mask business.

AUGUST 2020 – December 2020
Average Daily New Cases in Arkansas: 1,400

If July was the prep month for school deliveries, August was the delivery month. Many
of the mask orders were for about 5,000 masks. Each one of our shipping boxes could fit exactly
1,000 masks. Shipping costs via FedEx were about $40 per box. Knowing all of this, we had to
decide on a per customer basis if it was more efficient to ship the masks or drive them ourselves
to the customer. For example, Jacksonville was only 25 minutes from our office so we would
always deliver their masks to them in person. However, distance did not always determine our
shipping method. During the school rush, we had the idea to rent a U-Haul and driving to
multiple schools along a set route. This would save us lots of money when we had to deliver
masks to the University of Arkansas at Fayetteville. Our first order with them was for 60,000
masks. This would have entailed 60 boxes to be shipped via FedEx, which would have equated
to around $2,400 in shipping costs alone. In comparison, a U-Haul was $150. By going the UHaul route, we were able to drive by schools along the way and deliver their masks in person. It
was truly a win-win method of delivering masks for a company of our size.
After the school order boom, mask sales began to drop off. We were still selling to large
companies, but at a much slower pace than before. After the peak in December of 2020, overall
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mask sales across the country began to decline. This trend positively correlated with the COVID19 case rates. During this decline, we started to discuss next steps for our company. Our
overhead costs were low and so we decided to keep the company running as long as regular
orders kept coming in.

JANUARY 2021 –MARCH 2022
Average Daily New Cases in Arkansas: 1,504

In January of 2021, I left the country to study abroad at the London School of Economics
and Political Science in the United Kingdom. At the stage of the company, sales were slow
enough that I was not required to be in the office every day. In London, I monitored emails,
managed the website and filed sales tax monthly. These were all things that I could do remotely
no matter the time zone difference.
I returned to the United States in June of 2021 and just in time. To our surprise and that
of the entire nation, we were hit with the Delta variant during the summer. Sales rapidly spiked
and I was glad to be back to help in person. I should mention that in April of 2021, we received a
donation of a large portion of masks from Vulcan Sporting Goods. They wanted to clear out their
warehouse space and thought that masks would not sell again. This became very beneficial for us
during the Delta variant spike. TY Garments had started to produce clothing for Adidas again so
they were not able to produce as many masks as before. Luckily, we were able to supplement our
supply with the donated masks from Vulcan Sporting Goods. We were able to match the high
demand without skipping a beat.
After the Delta variant during the summer, sales began to decline again. This time, we
were positive that the pandemic was starting to die down. We had orders like before but were
now preparing to slowly dissolve our company. Fast forward to early 2022 and a new variant
called Omicron caused another spike in cases. Unlike during the two previous spikes, people
started to request disposable masks rather than cloth masks. We asked these customers why and
they responded that they already had plenty of cloth masks and wanted something different. This
was not a problem for us to source. We already had contacts in the PPE industry and quickly
called them to check their availability of disposable masks. Adapting to demand is what we did
best, and we knew that we would deliver whatever a client wanted. Sometimes we would get
emails from customers wanting hand sanitizer or thermometers. Even though we did not carry
any stock of these items, we would find a way to source them. If our PPE vendors did not have
any in stock, one our team members would go to a local store and buy the product for us to ship.
We knew that doing business with a customer at all meant the potential for future business down
the road.
Excellent customer service is and always will be the hallmark of our success. All good
business begins with a solid foundation of mutual respect and understanding. Without fostering a
good relationship with a customer, we risk them going to a competitor for masks. We always
answered calls with respect because we never knew when the next 10,000 mask order would
come in. Our customers that we have worked with tell us that we have better customer service
than many companies that have been doing business for much longer. It is always a great feeling
when we have repeat customers that trust us to deliver a quality product on time.
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ARClothMasks has come a long way since its start in March of 2020. What started out as
a goal of selling 100 masks has turned into a company that has sold more than 1 million masks to
date. We have impacted a tremendous number of lives during the pandemic. Companies like TY
Garments and Nativ were able to restart production during a time when every other business was
sending home employees and closing their doors. Our business helped other companies and
school districts return safely with an ample supply of masks. We helped fill a nationwide
shortage of masks while also providing a quality product. It was amazing to wake up every day
working at a company that was truly changing lives. When people ask what I did during the
pandemic, I will say that I contributed to the betterment of society through PPE distribution.
Standing on the sidelines during a crisis is never an option and I am thrilled to have had the
opportunity to give back to my community, state and nation.
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Executive Summary
At the advent of Covid-19, many businesses shut down and laid off their employees.
Seeing daily reports of personal protection equipment (PPE) shortages around the state and
nation, my mother, Lisa Ferrell, and I decided to act and help fill the shortage by selling cloth
face masks. Lisa Ferrell is a legal representative of TY Garments at the Port of Little Rock. They
produce clothing but were forced to close due to the pandemic. Our idea was to have TY
Garments produce cloth masks that we could then sell. TY Garments usually conducts all their
business with Adidas and Reebok. They are strictly a manufacture and do not have business to
consumer capabilities. We would become the middleman between them and companies wanting
to purchase PPE around the nation.
Between Lisa Ferrell and I, we have a history of starting successful businesses in real
estate, medical devices and law. Using what we have learned from past experiences, we executed
a plan to ensure that we got our products to the market as soon as possible. Because TY
Garments is used to making clothing to the standards of Adidas and Reebok, we knew that our
masks would also be made with the highest of quality. Our team’s ability to problem solve and
adapt freely would be a great help as we entered a new market segment.
The personal protection equipment market in 2020 was facing a global a shortage. States
around the nation were all competing for limited PPE. Most of the PPE was being imported from
China, who was starting to block shipments of PPE from leaving the country. We spoke to many
large and small companies and came to the consensus that everyone was looking for a reliable
PPE vendor. There were many scam companies popping up online daily looking to earn a quick
buck among all the chaos and confusion. We wanted to be the local supplier that companies
could trust to provide PPE reliably.
Our lead times and quality were the main drivers of sales for our business. If customers
purchase masks from overseas, they risked the masks not showing up or showing up but having
unusable quality defects. Because we were in the United States, our shipping times were
substantially less than competitors abroad. We also conducted washing tests to ensure that our
masks could truly last for extended periods of wear and tear day after day. Our masks also had an
adjustable ear loop, which enabled people with different face sizes and shapes to still wear our
masks comfortably.
The financial plan of our business started with ordering 10,000 masks from TY Garments
with the plan to pay them back as they sell. This allowed us to have product in hand to sell
without the need to raise capital upfront. We did market research beforehand to ensure that we
could indeed sell the first batch of masks. Our main conclusion was that local companies and
school businesses would be our target customer. We planned on reaching them through sending
flyers with a sample mask to each company and school district’s purchasing department. We
hedged our bets that our lead times and quality would help spread the word about our company
across the state and nation.
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Product
Our main product segment was personal protection equipment. We had access to
disposable masks as well as cloth masks. Our cloth masks were sourced from TY Garments who
also produced clothing for Adidas and Reebok outside of the pandemic. The materials for each
mask were also the same that they use for Adidas and Reebok. This means that our masks were
able to endure many wash and dry cycles without deformation.
We also released an adjustable mask that had a black adjustor that could adjust the size of
the mask. This adjustability feature greatly helped our mask sales. Companies who bought from
us were happy that our masks could fit all of their employees’ different faces.
The journey from manufacture to consumer began at TY Garments. We first sent them
our order of masks that we wanted for the week. When the masks were ready, we drove our
vehicles over and picked up the masks to take back to our warehouse in North Little Rock. We
organized them by color and size. As orders come in from businesses, we picked orders and
shipped them via FedEx. Large orders went in larger boxes while smaller individual orders were
shipped with envelopes. Our main goal was to fulfill orders as soon as possible. Once payment
was processed, the shipment was released. Masks could even ship the same day if we received
payment fast enough.
As our business grew during the pandemic, we were able to scale our production as
needed. TY Garment’s was actually working at partial capacity at first so increasing production
was as easy as opening more work lines and bringing back more employees. Because we were a
small business, we had the ability to adapt quickly as problems arise. If a customer had any
special requests, we would find a solution to fulfill their request.
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Competitive Analysis
Everyone in America needed masks during the pandemic. The shortage was so severe
that our total available market was every single business and individual in America. Our
serviceable available market was every single school district and large company in America. Our
serviceable obtainable market was every school district and company in Arkansas. We had some
sales outside of the state, but the majority of sales came from within the state.
We aimed our focus towards bulk mask sales. We had individual mask sales on our
online store, but we knew that the real market was larger companies. Using our contacts and
word of mouth, we were confident that our SOM was very attainable.
Our revenue came from two sources, individual and bulk mask sales. To streamline our
company, we separated the two from each other so that orders did not get intertwined and
confusing. Masks from TY Garments costed us around $0.90 to make at first. However, this
changed with demand and manufacturing costs throughout the pandemic.
Individual mask sales occurred on our website where the prices were higher per mask
than bulk mask sales. We only expected for individual mask sales to count for 5% of our total
sales. However, selling the masks individually allowed customers to potentially refer us to larger
companies in the future.
Bulk mask sales made up for 95% of our sales. We followed the “the more you buy, the
less your pay” standard for pricing. If the customer wanted a logo, we would also upcharge the
customer anywhere from 5 – 25 cents per mask dependent on the logo complexity or quantity of
colors. We also decided to give school districts a special price no matter the quantity. In
Arkansas there were a lot of smaller school districts that did not have the purchasing power of
the larger school districts. We understood this and made the price $2.34 across the board for
them. This helped in the long run since most school procurement offices talked with each other
and spread the word about our business. This flat price also eased the effort it would have taken
to negotiate a price per school district.
The main competition for ARClothMasks was other mask companies around the nation
and globe. Since the start of the pandemic, many companies pivoted to help fill the shortage.
However, many of these mask companies were scams trying to take advantage of the pandemic
to earn an easy dollar. Anyone can make a website and fill it with realistic reviews and pictures
of their products. With an onslaught of mask companies popping up since the pandemic started,
customers had a hard time discerning the good companies from the bad.
Our goal was to convince consumers that our masks were legitimate. Our lead times
already beat out many of the mask companies in China. Being a local company helped a lot when
convincing customers to choose us. Having a connection to the surrounding community helped
ease worries about if ARClothMasks could deliver or not.
Another problem that we faced was whether consumers would want to purchase cloth
masks or disposable ones. Cloth masks last longer and are cheaper over time, but many
purchasing departments were only focused on the upfront costs and not the long-term costs. We
knew that the right decision was cloth masks, but it came down to if we could convince our
customers the same thing.
12

Sales and Marketing Plan
ARClothMasks planned on taking the PPE market head on. To do so, we knew that we
would have to convince large entities to purchase from us instead of waiting for their established
vendors restock on PPE. Our marketing approach needed to be quick but efficient. We wanted to
pursue marketing through physical flyers with samples, email newsletters and social media.
Physical flyers were sent to each purchasing department of major companies in Arkansas
and school districts. We also included a mask in each packet so that they could directly compare
our mask to the competition. Our flyer was designed by a third-party ad agency and then printed
in bulk to be inserted in each packet. We had two flyer designs tailored towards businesses and
school districts.
Our email newsletters were made in house with the Constant Contact software. The plan
was to email a newsletter once a week to the contacts that we had accumulated. The newsletters
also contained local and national news related to the pandemic so that our customers could stay
informed. We were able to track statistics related to our email newsletters thanks to Constant
Contact’s built-in analytics tools. Using what we learn from that, we adjusted the layout of the
newsletter to better capture our reader’s attention.
We outsourced our social media marketing to an outside firm. They managed our
Facebook and Instagram accounts. Posting occurred each week with pictures that we provided of
new masks and designs. We also hosted picture competitions on our social media platforms to
maintain customer interaction. The plan was to use Google Ads to advertise online. However,
Google began to ban all ads pertaining to Covid-19 or PPE. This meant we had to be creative to
make an ad that would pass their ad bot.
Our main source of growth came from word of mouth. Company and school purchasing
departments communicate with each other all the time. If one finds a good deal on a product in
bulk, they will spread the news, thus helping sales for that one business. Our goal was to get our
foot in the door and let our product do the rest. We had numerous testimonials from large
companies such as Edward’s Food Giant who attested to our quality. Our hope was that
purchasers would recognize other companies who did business with us.
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Operations
ARClothMasks became the middleman between TY Garments and customers. Because
we were a startup, our team had to be prepared to tackle any new problem we faced daily. We
relied on personal connections and community entrepreneurial resources to get support with legal
and startup advice.
TY Garments handled everything regarding production of the masks. They already had
their entire operations set up prior to the pandemic for clothing manufacturing. With some minor
retooling changes, TY Garment’s production lines were capable of producing masks.
When the masks were packaged and ready for pick up, our team would collect them and
bring them to our own warehouse. Masks would then be separated by size and color. We used
Google Sheets to help us track orders from start to finish. Orders that required a logo were sent
to our local logo printer while orders that did not require a logo were shipped out directly from
us. If the client was local, we would hand deliver them to save shipping costs and to establish an
in-person connection with the customer.
As a team, we were flexible and able to learn solutions to new problems that we faced
every day. There was no such thing as a normal day for us. One problem that we planned for was
if TY Garments had to shut down at any point due to an internal covid outbreak. To prepare for
this situation, we reached out to other mask suppliers to have a backup supply if needed.
In the beginning months of the company, we did not know what colors would sell the
most. To fix this, we used data that we collected monthly to adjust our next mask order from TY
Garments. We found out that light grey and black were our two most popular colors. If a
company or school wanted a specific color, they had to order a minimum number of masks for us
to justify producing an entirely unique color of masks. Mask colors that were not very popular
were discounted. If sales ever began to bottom out, our plan was to donate the masks to local
hospitals and schools so that they were not wasted.
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Management Team and Advisors
Our team was comprised of Lisa Ferrell as CEO, me as CFO and CSCO and four other
team members running daily operations such as accounting, customer service and warehouse
management. TY Garments was our main manufacturer of cloth masks. We also had a few other
vendors that supplied us with other PPE including hand sanitizer, disposable masks and
thermometers.
Employees work best when they are equally valued as a team member. In our team,
everyone understood the larger goal, which made them more invested. This also made the
company more efficient since everyone knew each process of the company and collaboration
could occur between departments. We also had a daily morning meeting to discuss problems we
wanted to solve for the day as well as potential things we should be looking for in the future.
Starting the day as unified team ended up being a good routine for us as things became stressful.
After our daily meeting, the team would split out into our assigned tasks. I understood
how each part of the company operated, so I would be in charge of helping wherever help was
needed.

15

Critical Risks
ARClothMasks was a low-risk venture compared to most startups. It became obvious
through basic market research that there was a massive shortage of PPE in Arkansas and across
the nation. As we were able to produce high-quality masks, we were certain that they would sell.
If anything, the problem we had was that we could not manufacture enough masks to meet
demand.
The singular problem that we could have faced was if TY Garments had to close down
due to an outbreak within their plant. One of our main selling points was that we could provide
masks with little lead time. However, if we could not deliver goods at the promised times, then
we would lose their business to another company that could deliver in time. ARClothMask’s
financial stability would also be rattled with the closure of TY Garments. Our business model
states that we must maintain a profit to place new mask orders and pay for existing ones.
To prepare ourselves for a potential incident, we found other manufacturers of masks that
we could purchase from so that we were not tied exclusively to one vendor. TY Garments was
our primary vendor, but it would be safer to keep some additional stock on hand. We also made
sure to budget correctly so in the event of TY Garment’s closure, we would still be able to
normally operate day to day.
Another problem that could have impacted us related to shipping and delivery of our
masks, is if FedEx began to have major shipping delays. Although it would be inconvenient for
the customer, it could result in lost packages and inventory. If a package was lost, we shipped
another one right away if possible via UPS. We did not have control over FedEx’s shipping
logistics and did what we could to ensure our packages of masks reached their destinations in
one piece.
Our company has the good fortune of not being a risky investment for us. The problems
that we faced are mostly all solvable and not debilitating for our company. Even then, we will be
cautious and always make sure that we have a backup plan for everything that we do.
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Finances
Our business model did not rely on raising any capital upfront. We needed around $1,000
for office supplies and legal fees to get the company officially started. To get the masks, we set
up a system with TY Garments where we would pay them as we sold the masks. We estimated
for sales to rapidly increase within the first month of operation. Our first mask order was around
$20,000 worth of masks. Orders from month to month varied based upon demand in the market.
As CFO, I was always looking out for signs of the eventual decline of Covid-19
nationwide. My goal was to avoid having too much overstock when the pandemic died down.
The team agreed that we would rather have too many masks in inventory than not enough to
supply every customer we had. We never wanted to turn away a company or school on the
grounds of not having enough masks for them.
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Appendix A: Sales vs. Covid-19 New Cases in Arkansas 2020-2022
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Appendix B: Top Customer Sales
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Appendix C: Product Sales
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